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1.0 About our Organization 

Akshaya Chaitanya is a not-for-profit initiative of HKM charitable foundation to enable the 

underprivileged, admitted in public hospitals in Mumbai, to recoup from an illness in the family. These 

families rush to public hospitals for affordable treatment as >80% do not have any kind of medical 

insurance. To add to their woes, the bread-winner loses the livelihood being bed-ridden or taking care 

of the loved one. It is our effort to ensure that we take along such vulnerable group in our endeavour 

to grow and build our cities.  

It started with feeding vulnerable family members of patients at Indo American Cancer Hospital, 

Hyderabad in Nov 2011 and requests from several government and trust run hospitals started pouring 

in to expand the program. We instituted and registered a trust, HKM Charitable foundation, in May 

2013 to expand the program to serve 3500+ daily in 17 public hospitals. Later, we expanded to reach 

to every underprivileged section in Hyderabad to feed 50,000 meals every day to realize our mission 

for Hyderabad in collaboration with several corporate partners and local municipal authorities. We 

have been in service for over 9 years and served 130Mn+ meals across 200+ touch points supported 

by 4 hi-tech kitchens built and operational, so far.  

Now, Akshaya Chaitanya wants to serve high quality, wholesome hot meal to the vulnerable families 

in public hospitals of Mumbai that are battling illness, poverty and hunger at the same time. As first 

step towards that, we have built a hi-tech kitchen in Byculla to serve 20,000 meals a day.  

1.1 Our Initiatives across the Country 

Bhojana-amrita program, in collaboration with 

corporate partners like Aurobindo Pharma, MEIL, 

Canara bank, Hetero drugs and many more, feeds 

3500+ patient family members daily in 17 government 

hospitals of Hyderabad. We started with serving 85K 

meals in 2011-12 and served more than 2 million meals 

in 2020-21 and secured close to INR 220 Mn in support 

till date from corporates.  
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Annapurna program, in collaboration with Municipal 

corporations across Telangana is serving a hot, nutritious 

meal at just ₹ 5/- to over 45,000 daily laborers, slum dwellers 

and migrants. The program was launched in 2014 with more 

than 1.4 Mn meals from 21 canteens and has expanded to 

serve nearly 30 Mn meals in 2020 from 179 canteens. 

Program has secured INR 1750 Mn in support till date from 

government.  

 

Swasthya-Ahara was launched in 2017 to fulfil the 

nutritional needs of underprivileged children in Government 

schools. The program strives to provide healthy and hearty 

millet based breakfast to the children with an aim to enrich 

provide sufficient nutrients essential for healthy growth & 

development and enables them to focus on studies. 
 

 Watch a short video on our initiatives: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOxXuDO4HP8  

 Visit our website: https://www.akshayachaitanya.org/ to know more about these initiative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             

Looks of kitchen (for reference only) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOxXuDO4HP8
https://www.akshayachaitanya.org/
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1.2 Hear from our supporters 

 

We are really proud to be associated with HKM Foundation for 

setting up a kitchen for charitable feeding activities in Hyderabad. 

We look forward to further this association to expand this initiative. 

Dr. M. Sivakumaran 

Trustee and Founder, Aurobindo Pharma 

 

 

 

 

 

Large number of people who sweat to build the city don’t have 

access to hot and healthy meal.  

I am happy that ₹ 5 meal program is a great success with 45,000 

people benefitting every day. If I could do any good thing in life, it is 

associating with Hare Krishna Movement to start this initiative that 

everyone can be proud of. 

Sri Somesh Kumar 

Special Chief Secretary with Telangana government 

 

 

 

City has shown great social consciousness reflecting India’s charitable 

heritage. By providing free healthy meals, the city places its rich historical 

food culture at the service of its disadvantaged populations impacted by the 

pandemic 

UNESCO’s report on Annapurna Program amidst COVID relief efforts 

https://telanganatoday.com/unesco-lauds-hyderabads-annapurna-

initiative-for-migrants 

https://telanganatoday.com/unesco-lauds-hyderabads-annapurna-initiative-for-migrants
https://telanganatoday.com/unesco-lauds-hyderabads-annapurna-initiative-for-migrants
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2.0 Background 

Here are few alarming facts about Mumbai, the financial capital of our country.   

Ironically, the financial capital is the worst performing metro city as per global hunger index 2017 

 40,000 to 55,000 children in Mumbai are severely malnourished. And, nearly 2000 lose their 

life fighting hunger.  

 Every alternate child in Mumbai, the city of Dreams has a low height for his / her age or a 

low weight for his / her height. 

Source: Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 38, No. 43 | Reference 

And, hell breaks loose when the only breadwinner in such underprivileged families suffers from an 

illness that requires hospitalization. No prizes for guessing that such populace across SEC D and E 

rushes to Government hospitals. Affordability takes precedence over anything else in their choice of 

hospital because > 80% of households from SEC D and E do not have any medical insurance. 

Type of Facilities used by the citizens across different Socio-Economic Classes (SEC), 2018 

  

 

59.7% of households in urban slums of 

Mumbai were categorized as ‘severely 

food-insecure’ and 16.6% as ‘mild to 

moderately food-insecure’ 

Source: [Reference] 

Joint Research paper by individuals from  

John Hopkins University & University of Edinburgh 

Source: Whitepaper by Praja.org 

file:///D:/Working%20files@HKM/Proposal%20copies/BPCL%20submission/(http:/www.mumbaidp24seven.in/reference/truth_about_maulnutrition.pdf)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257788787_Food_insecurity_in_urban_poor_households_in_Mumbai_India
https://www.praja.org/praja_docs/praja_downloads/Report%20on%20The%20STATE%20of%20HEALTH%20in%20MUMBAI.pdf
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Making ends meet becomes an uphill task with 

added burden towards daily commute, medicine 

and managing the expenses. The average in-patient 

stay is over 7 days. It is long enough to get the family 

on its knees. You can imagine the trauma that a 

family goes through when attacked together with 

three strongest enemies in the form of poverty, 

illness and hunger. 

 

 

Also, there is another important scientific reason to serve these in-patient family members.  

In private hospitals you pay for the hospital staff to take care of a patient. But, in the Government 

Hospitals it is the duty of the attendant to keep the patient clean. They have to sometime clean the 

urine, vomit, blood, and saliva, most of the times with bare hand. They have to feed the patient, give 

a bath and also admit the medication as per the schedule to the patient. Don’t you think this family 

member is at a greater risk of catching infection? A hygienic, nutritious and stomach-full meals can 

give them the much needed immunity to fight such Hospital Acquired Infections (HAI).  

Further, we believe that feeding the in-patient attendant is not just the question of addressing the 

hunger problem, but is a service to give them the required strength, both mentally and physically, to 

sail through the storm. 

 

We serve such in-patient family members hoping 

that a meal in the day would be one thing less for 

them to worry about and they are best prepared to 

provide quality care to the patient. Additionally, they 

look forward to saving every penny for patient’s 

medicine. We sincerely believe that the financial 

capital of the country can provide for this help. 

 

As of now, we have MOUs in place with MEDD, Maharashtra Government for 4 hospitals, namely St. 

George Hospital, Cama & Albless Hospital, Sir J.J. Hospital and Gokuldas Tejpal hospital. 

We sincerely hope that corporates headquartered in Mumbai or with substantial presence in 

Mumbai and Maharashtra would be keen to support this vulnerable group.  
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And with the kitchen facility in South Mumbai, this would make for an excellent employee 

engagement opportunity to experience the happiness and enjoyment of giving back to 

community. Employees could visit our kitchen in Byculla and serve the needy with their own 

hands. 

2.1 Thematic Area 

Activities Alignment 

SDG1 

Eradicating Poverty 

We train and employ staff in our kitchen from local communities who we want to 

serve. We currently employ 83 such staff members for 4 kitchens in Telangana 

and plan to employ nearly 30 staff members for Byculla, Mumbai. 

Research suggests that families of most patients getting hospitalized in public 

hospitals are from SEC-D and SEC-E. And now, breadwinner is either bed-ridden 

or is occupied taking care of the family member and hence, most of the times, the 

family loses its livelihood. And to worsen the matter, expenses zoom up towards 

medicine and hospitalization. An adverse incident from here on can push them to 

extreme poverty.  

We support such families with their nutritional requirement helping them save for 

medicine as this is their best chance to return to life with dignity. 

SDG2 

Eradicating Hunger 

For majority of the family members attending to patients in public hospitals, this is 

the only comprehensive meal in the day with chai-biscuit being their breakfast and 

a snack like vada-pav being the dinner for the most. Family members are 

encouraged to eat as much they want to ensure that their immune system poses 

defence to unseen attack of any disease and they are able to devote themselves 

to take care of their loved one in the hospital. 

SDG3  

Health & Hygiene 

The nutritious meal served to patient's attendees undoubtedly has an impact on 

their health. It prevents them from catching a potential illness because of 

compromised immune system in a hospital with disease being all-around. 

Additionally, it saves family that much money to spend on the medicine for the 

patient’s recovery. 
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3.0 Proposal 

Objective: Ensure that patients’ family member’s immunity is not compromised due to hunger or 

malnutrition during their stay at hospital and that they are also able to save money to provide quality 

care to patient for his/her quick recovery. 

S.No. Our activities  

towards the objective 

Status Tentative timeline 

for 100% readiness 

1 Sign a MoU to serve the in-patient family 

members in public hospitals 

Signed with Maharashtra govt. for GT, 

Cama, JJ and St. George 

February 11, 2019 

2 Build capacity to serve all public 

hospitals in Mumbai 

We have 5Cr fund committed from donors, 

so far. Kitchen in Byculla is 80% ready with 

capacity to make 10,000 meals in one shift 

End of May 2021 -  

Mid of June 2021 

3 Secure funds to install kitchen 

equipment and deploy distribution 

vehicles 

Vendors identified as per SOP for 

shortlisting a vendor; POs to be issued by 

10th April with advance to initiate the work 

ASAP 

4 Hiring for kitchen operations Hiring initiated for 15 on-roll staff  End of April 2021 - 

Mid of May 2021  

4b Contractual Staff On-boarding of contractual staff End of May. 

5 Secure funds for kitchen operations to 

feed 4000 meals a day for one year 

We got ETC Agro to support REVEX for 1st 

month 

ASAP 

6 Statutory Approvals 

6a Shop & Est. license In Place 

6b FSSAI license In Place 

6c Health License Applied - expected by end of April 2021 

6d Fire NOC Provisional NOC in place; will apply for final by end of April. 

6e Water Connection Applied - expected by end of April - mid of May 2021 

6f Sewage Connection Applied - expected by mid - end of April 2021 

We request you to support CAPEX deficit of 1.26 Crore towards kitchen equipment and distribution 

vehicles as mentioned in point 3 and support REVEX requirement of 5.5 Crore towards feeding 4000 

meals everyday amounting to 1.46 million meals in a year as mentioned in point 5. In this way, we 

would be glad to have you as our chief patron for this high-impact initiative in the heart of Mumbai. 
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3.1 Methodology 

Part A: Equipment Procurement 

A. Finalized equipment list with specification for feeding 10,000 meals in one shift  

B. Called for quotations from multiple vendors with track record of servicing similar items to 

kitchens in Mumbai and outside 

C. Negotiated with vendors and shortlisted based on quality, pricing and past track record for 21 

of 55 line items; Similar process is underway to finalize for balance 34 line items to be 

concluded by April 16,  2021 

D. We look to release the POs for kitchen equipment totalling to nearly 77 Lakhs with advance 

ranging from 30 – 50% for most vendors. 

E. We could manage the cash flow from pool of funds available right now by holding payment 

towards other CAPEX items like civil works etc. This would help start kitchen operations at the 

earliest to support the families amidst spike in hospital admissions. 

F. The whole equipment list with pricing and details of shortlisted vendors totalling to nearly 1.26 

Crore is attached herewith. 

Part B: Kitchen Operations to feed 4000 meals in 4 public hospitals 

A. The weekly menu for hospital feeding to be shared with Medical education and drug 

department of Maharashtra govt. and hospital administration. 

B. We would take input from hospital administrator the previous evening on number of beds 

occupied to estimate the food quantity to be dispatched for the next day 

C. The kitchen cooking hours to begin at 7am with cooking to be completed by 12 noon  

D. The pre-agreed quantity by weight to be packed in insulated containers, loaded in respective 

vehicles and to be served fresh and hot with-in 2-3 hours from cooking. 

E. The volunteers serving the meals to submit a daily count of meals served basis tokens/passes 

issued by hospital authorities. 

F. Reconcile with hospital authorities on number of individual patients supported in a month. 
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3.2 Implementation Schedule 

Phase Activity By when 

Phase 1 

Implement feeding for 1st Govt. hospital Jun 2021 

Implement feeding for 2nd Govt. hospital Jul 2021 

Implement feeding for 4 Govt. hospitals Aug 2021 

Phase 2 Expand the program to all 10 public hospitals in Mumbai Nov-Dec 2021 

Phase 3 Feeding breakfast to underprivileged children in Govt. Schools Apr 2022 

Note: You would support Phase 1. Support for Phase 2 and 3 will be sought from other donors. 

Selection Criteria for Specific Beneficiaries: Family member/s of a hospitalized in-patient only. 

Family member/s to produce a pass / token received from the patient admission desk at the time of 

availing the meal. 

3.3 Target Group 

Most patients hospitalized in Public hospitals in Mumbai belong to SEC-D and SEC-E. We would 

serve patient’s family members during hospitalization period.  

 25.8% and 17.1% of Urban Mumbai households come under SEC-D & SEC-E respectively.  

 The annual income levels of these families as per a survey in 2015 published by ‘Statista 

research department’ is ranging from under 75K to a maximum of 3 lacs. 

Source: Statista Research Department 

 These families own under 4 of 11 essential items on the survey list i.e. electricity connection, 

ceiling fan, LPG stove and colour TV only and don’t have a two / four wheeler, washing 

machine, personal computer etc.  

 The education level of the chief earner in most cases ranges from being illiterate to at most 

higher or secondary education.         

Source: Socio economic classification by ‘The Market research society of India’ 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/658634/share-of-annual-income-in-mumbai-india/
https://mruc.net/uploads/posts/b17695616c422ec8d9dadafc1c3eec26.pdf
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3.4 Execution Plan: Annexure B 
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1  RECRUITMENT

Finanal ize Organization Chart & approval RK

Source CV's RK/RR

Interviews RK/RR

Offer letters RK

Joining Onboarding & Trg RK

2 Statutory APPROVALS

Health Licence RK

Final  Fi re NOC RK

Occupancy Certi ficate RK

Get Water connection (For Construction) RK

BP Approval RK

Electrica l  Load increase and Change in Name RK

3  MISCELLANEOUS TASKS

Drainage connection RK

Arrange dis tribution vehicles  (Outsource) RK

LPG Connection RK

FSSAI RK

PF/PT Regis tration RR/PM

S&E Regis tration RK

Insurance RR

4 PERMISSIONS FOR HOSPITALS

Letter to MEDD Secretary VP

Arrangements  in  hospita ls VP

Finalize Qty/meal VP

Menu VP/RK

RM Vendor Approval VP/AP

Sourcing RK

5 EQUIMENTS PURCHASE

Release POs RR

Receive Equipments RK

Insta l l  Equipments RK

Commiss ioning RK

Civil Completion

Front Façade MM/DL

False Ceiling MM/DL

Aluminum Partitions MM/DL

Floor finsihing MM/DL

Toilets MM/DL

Electricals and Electrical fittings MM/DL

Fire fighting MM/DL

HVAC MM/DL

LPG Yard MM/DL

IT Net work MM/DL

Office Furniture MM/DL

Plumbing & Water tank installation MM/DL

Gate /Boundary wall and Front Concrete

Training Hall (100 Sq.Mt hall)

Flooring MM/DL

Toilets MM/DL

False Ceiling MM/DL

water Tank platform MM/DL

Painting MM/DL

AC installation MM/DL

ANNEXURE B: PROJECT :Byculla HKM Kitchen   START DT: Oct 2020_ END DT: May 2021.
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3.5 Outcome / Results Expected 

Quantitative Outcome Qualitative Outcome 

 Enable the family members to provide quality care 

to patients hospitalized in 3431 beds of four 

hospitals i.e. JJ, St. George, Cama and GT 

hospital.  

 At 4000 meals a day, we expect to serve 1.46 

million meals annually in these four hospitals  

 At 80% bed occupancy and avg. length of stay at 

7 days, we expect to support 1.43 lakh unique 

families every year through these four hospitals. 

 Further, we would keep a track of the count of 

Patients recovering from illness and families 

returning to normal life  

 

 Physical and mental well-being of 

family members to ensure quality care 

for the patient. 

 Family members of the patient 

residing at hospital be protected 

against a potential illness by way of 

good nutritious meal. 

Impact Assessment 

Data points for recording impact:  

1. Daily measure of in-patient count in each hospital  

2. Daily measure of in-patients’ family members supported via tokens/passes collected  

3. Monthly reconciliation of in-patients discharged with length of stay at hospital and their health 

status at time of discharge to document the impact 

S.No. Stakeholder Group Planned Intervention to Measure & Improve on Impact 

1 Patient & Family Members 3-4 beneficiary stories every month recording their take on support 

received, inputs to tweak the meal to suit the local palate 

2 Hospital Administration 

Chief Medical Officer or 

Medical Director 

Meal adjustment for right nutritional value 

3 Government 

Administration: Medical 

Education and Drug 

Department 

Inputs to better and expand the program to all public 

hospitals, Use the platform to educate family members on 

prevention of key health issues and better care for patient 
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3.6 Team for the Project 

Our team is our biggest strength with each one chosen for their commitment and passion towards the 

cause of serving underprivileged. We have a 10-member leadership team across Hyderabad and 

Mumbai that’s amply qualified and visionary to scale-up this organization. 

Leadership Team at Mumbai  

Name Job Profile Qualification Past Experience 

Vikas Parchhanda Director - Marketing, 

Communication and 

Fundraising 

B.E. - Mechanical from 

Thapar Institute 

MBA from SCMHRD 

16 years with Corporates like Saint-

Gobain, L'Oreal, Johnson & Johnson 

Medical, OLA and OYO; Last 

designation was AVP - Business 

Development and Strategy at OYO 

Ravichandaran 

Raman 

Associate Director - 

Accounting and Business 

Finance 

BCOM, CA, ICWA 28 years with Colgate Global 

Business Services; Last designation 

was Associate Director-Service 

Performance & Governance 

Ram Kamath Head - Operations B.E. - Textile engineering 

from VJTI 

Part time MBA (JBIMS) 

19 Years; Last role was Sr. Manager 

at IL&FS 

Suchita Singh Corporate Relationship 

Manager 

 B.Sc. IT 6 years with OYO, Whitehat Jr 

(Relationship manager) 

Hiring Plan for Mumbai 

Aside to leadership team, we are hiring 12 people on-roll for kitchen operations to be led by Ram 

Kamath. And, we look to outsource some of the roles. 

On-roll Hiring Plan  Off-roll Hiring Plan 

Position Nos Experience  Position Nos. 

HR Leader 1 2-3 years  Driver + Helper (4 hospitals) 4 

Quality Leader + Procurement 1 2-3 years  Washing Area (Utensils / Food Items) 4 

Production + distribution leader  1 2-3 years  Sorting Food Items 4 

Maintenance 2 Fresher + ITI  Volunteers for food distribution 8 

Kitchen Accounts 1 1-2 years    

Cook - Assistant Cook - Helper 5 > 5 years    
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4.0 Monitoring Mechanisms 

4.1 Standard Operating Procedures 

SOP for  

CAPEX Expenditure 

and Donation 

To ensure that all aspects with respect to Capital Expenditure donations, 

MOU’s with Capex Donors, Role of Central Commercial Team, Tracking of 

Spends, Issuance of Utilization certificate and Donor audits are understood 

and followed by the stakeholders 

SOP for  

Stores and Inventory 

Management 

To establish, document and implement a process so as to ensure that goods 

received are properly stored, preserved, maintained and handled avoiding 

cross contamination of food grade and non-food grade items. 

SOP for  

Production in Kitchen 

To define the production process that includes the following stages: Pre-

preparation, Production, Packing and Dispatch. 

To ensure the process controls at various stages during the production. 

SOP for  

Quality checks during 

incoming, in-process 

and final inspection 

To define the process for quality inspection and testing methods. 

To ensure that the products are made as per specifications during different 

stages of manufacturing process. 

SOP for  

Meal Distribution 

To define a procedure for distribution of hot and safe meal prepared in 

centralized kitchen to the beneficiaries. 

We are attaching the below mentioned SOPs as ‘Annexure A’ with regards to executing CAPEX 

expenditure and kitchen operations. Execution Plan is provided in Annexure B. 
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4.2 Submission of reports  

We would provide the below mentioned reports at the said intervals: 

1 MTD Meals Dashboard (Weekly / Fortnightly) - template provided below 

2 Monthly Report on Individual Patients / Families Supported - template provided below 

3 Weekly Menu with quantity of respective item along with protein and energy content of day's 

menu. To be provided every time ahead of any change in the menu. 

4 Quarterly Acknowledgement Letter from hospital administration 

5 To communicate the impact at least 2 detailed beneficiary stories with pictures and details of 

patient and family every month. 

6 Fund utilization report with photographs, sample invoice / bills, with audited fund utilization details. 

MTD Meals Dashboard (Weekly / Fortnightly) 

  St. George JJ hospital G.T. Hospital Cama Hospital Total 

Day 1           

Day 2           

Day 3           

-           

-           

Day 30           

Monthly Report on Individual Patients / Families Supported 

  St. George JJ hospital G.T. Hospital Cama Hospital Total 

Month 1           

Month 2           

Month 3           

-           

-           
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5.0 Financial Implication 

5.1 Capex and Revex  

Capex Revex 

81% of the 6.5 Crore capex has been supported by donors like TLC Legal, Metro brands, 

IAPL group, Orbit exports and few HNI donors and balance 19% i.e. 1.26 Crore towards 

kitchen equipment (7,759,754) and delivery vans (4,800,000) is sought from YOU. 

REVEX for 4000 meals a 

day amounting to 1.46 

million meals in a year. 

Capex (more details included in ‘Annexure C’) 

Equipment for Kitchen operation Third Party Vendors       7,759,754  

Delivery vans with modification for distribution Mahindra & Mahindra       4,800,000  

TOTAL 12,559,754 

Revex computation for 4000 meals per day (1.46 million means in a year) 

S.No. Details Unit Cost %  Monthly Budget  Annual Budget 

OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE   91.8% 1,20,000 meals  1.46 million means 

1 Ingredient Cost  ₹ 10.81  28.2% ₹ 12,97,200 ₹ 1,55,66,400 

2 Non Food Cost  ₹ 2.45  6.4% ₹ 2,94,000 ₹ 35,28,000 

3 Fuel Cost( Gas, Diesel)  ₹ 3.00  7.8% ₹ 3,60,000 ₹ 43,20,000 

4 Utilities (electricity, water)  ₹ 0.92  2.4% ₹ 1,10,000 ₹ 13,20,000 

5 Transportation Cost  ₹ 0.68  1.8% ₹ 81,000 ₹ 9,72,000 

6 Manpower Costs (Kitchen &  Security)  ₹ 4.42  11.5% ₹ 5,30,000 ₹ 63,60,000 

7 Serving Cost  ₹ 1.25  3.3% ₹ 1,50,000 ₹ 18,00,000 

8 PR and volunteer  ₹ 0.92  2.4% ₹ 1,10,000 ₹ 13,20,000 

9 Rentals  ₹ 9.58  25.0% ₹ 11,50,000 ₹ 1,38,00,000 

10 Maintenance & Capex  ₹ 1.17  3.1% ₹ 1,40,833 ₹ 16,89,996 

 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE   8.2%     

11 Office Staff Salaries  ₹ 2.54  6.6% ₹ 3,05,000 ₹ 36,60,000 

12 General Admin. Expenses  ₹ 0.62  1.6% ₹ 74,000 ₹ 8,88,000 

   ₹ 38.35   ₹ 46,02,033 ₹ 5,52,24,396 

A detailed sheet of each line item for REVEX is attached as ‘Annexure D’  
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5.2 Tentative Payment Schedule 

Suggested payment schedule for Capex 

# Description % Amount Deliverables to be achieved 

1 First Payment 40% ₹ 31,03,902 On issuance of PO as advance to vendors 

2 Second Payment 60% ₹ 46,55,852 On satisfactory delivery of equipment in kitchen 

 Total Amount  ₹ 77,59,754  

 

Suggested payment schedule for Revex 

# Description % Amount Deliverables to be achieved 

1 First Payment 25% ₹ 1,38,06,099 Advance for 1st quarter (adjusting for any surplus towards Capex) 

2 Second Payment 25% ₹ 1,38,06,099 Advance for next quarter; on utilization of 99% funds till date 

3 Third Payment 25% ₹ 1,38,06,099 Advance for next quarter; on utilization of 99% funds till date 

4 Fourth Payment 25% ₹ 1,38,06,099 Advance for next quarter; on utilization of 99% funds till date 

 Total Amount  ₹ 5,52,24,396  
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6.0 Sustainability Plan 

Every such underprivileged family supported during this health crisis returns to sustainable ways of 

living, making this a short but a critical intervention to ensure the same. Else, an adverse incident 

could mean that the family is pushed to extreme poverty. 

We would have to be available at these hospitals to ensure that we enable more and more families 

to return to sustainable ways of living by successfully overcoming a health crisis in their family. 

It’s a small recurring cost that we will have to keep paying to reap big dividends for marginalized 

section of our society and ensure that they stay constant companion in our developmental goals.  

7.0 Conclusion 

Our Mission Mumbai is much bigger than this program and we won’t stop here.  

We have a ready capacity to extend the program to other public hospitals in Mumbai to support over 

10000 beds and hence, 4.2 Lac unique families per annum. Also, we will extend the program to other 

underprivileged sections including breakfast to underprivileged children in government schools. Our 

conversations are underway with BMC and Maharashtra government for the same. 

We are confident that after seeing the flawless execution and on-ground impact, we will muster 

required support from both, corporate and government, to expand the program to cover 

underprivileged across Mumbai. 
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Form A: Checklist for submission of documents 

# Description of Documents Attached (Yes / No) 

1 Trust deed Yes 

2 Certificate of incorporation/ Registration certificate Yes 

3 Form 12 A Yes 

4 Form 80 G Yes 

5 35 AC registration if any Not available 

6 PAN card Yes 

7 Last 3 financial years audited statements Yes 

8 Detailed proposal as per format given Yes 

9 FCRA approval Not available 

10 TDS exemption certificate if applicable Not available 

11 GST Registration certificate if applicable Not available 

12 2 Reference letters of past or present supporters for CSR project In Process 
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Form C: Checklist for Submission of Proposal 

S. No Points Details 

1 Address of registered office of the Organisation (in India) HKM Charitable foundation, Sri Krishna Goseva Mandal, 

Narsingi Village, Kokapet road, Hyderabad - 500171 

2 Any branches of the Organisation? Kindly mention Mumbai 

3 Registered as a trust / society / section 8 or section 25 

company or Other 

Registered as Trust 

4 How long has the Organisation been in existence in years? Trust was registered in May 2013 

5 Which is the Organisation’s geographical area of work? As of now, Telangana and Maharashtra and plans to spread 

to other metro cities 

6 What is/are your Organisation's expertise area/s? a. Skill 

Development b. Health & Hygiene c. Education d. Community 

Development e. Water f. Other/Multiple (Kindly mention) 

Eradicating hunger & malnutrition, providing livelihood and 

improving health 

7 Names of Board Members/Trustees and CEO. Sri Madhu Pandit Dasa, Sri Chanchalapathi Dasa, Sri 

Amitasana Dasa, Sri Satya Gaura Chandra Dasa, Sri 

Vasudev Keshav Dasa 

https://www.akshayachaitanya.org/our-trustees/ 

8 Are any of the trustees/board members affiliated to any 

political / religious organization? 

Trustees are missionaries serving ISKCON Bangalore 

9 What are the sources of funding of the Organisation? Corporates and HNIs 

a.) TLC Legal - 30 Lac 

b.) Metro brands - 40 Lac 

c.) Orbit exports - 10 Lac 

d.) IAPL group - 50 Lac 

e.) Amit JK Logistics - 15 Lac 

e.) Gowri Shankar - 1Cr 

f.) Vipin Jain - 70 Lac 

10 Has the Organisation received any awards/recognition for its 

work? Kindly mention 

Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporations' service award for 

last 6 years 

11 Does it receive funds / implement programs for the 

government? If yes-details 

Yes, GHMC subsidizes meals for Hyderabad to support Rs. 5 

meal program 

12 Has the Organisation been successful in handing over 

projects/making projects sustainable? Give example 

Organization has expanded to 4 kitchens in Hyderabad after 

sustaining output from every single kitchen 

13 Has the Organisation been blacklisted by government/PSU or 

any corporate? If yes, reasons for it 

NA 

14 Is the Organisation empanelled by any reputed institute or 

agency? If yes, give details 

Yes, GHMC and now, Maharashtra govt. empanelled us to 

serve the cause of supporting underprivileged and 

eradicating hunger. 

15 Is the Organisation associated with any other corporate for 

implementing CSR projects? Mention names 

Yes, Aurobindo Pharma, MEIL etc. 
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S. No Points Details 

16 Total turnover in the last 3 financial years Total turnover for last 3 years = 202Cr (2017-18 - 32.98Cr, 

2018-19 - 73.95Cr, 2019-20 - 95.21Cr) 

17 Strength of staff (number of full time employees) 12 member leadership team, 83 Staff members working in 

Hyderabad and nearly 30 to be hired for Mumbai 

18 Qualification/experience of staff/project team Refer section 3.6 

19 Please provide two references of past funders of your 

projects (Email id/ Contact Person with Designation/ Contact 

Number) 

To provide the same 

20 Have you filled all the information in the proposal? Yes 
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Form D: Summary of the Proposal 

Title of the project Feeding in public hospitals 

Project Description Feeding vulnerable family of a patient in Public hospitals; There by enabling them to 

provide quality care and required medication to the patient 

Name of Executing 

Organisation 

HKM Charitable Foundation 

Address of Organisation 

(Registered address & 

address of branch from 

which proposal is given) 

Regd address: HKM Charitable Foundation, Narsingi village, Kokapet road, 

Hyderabad - 500171 

Branch address: D-401, GHP Trinity, Hiranandani Hospital Road, Powai, Mumbai – 

400 076 

Contact Person Vikas Parchhanda 

Contact Number & email 9920424880, vikas@akshayachaitanya.org 

Experience of the 

Organisation 

8 years since trust was registered in May'13 

a.) Bhojana-amritam as hospital feeding program was launched in 2011 and served 

2Mn+ meals in 2020 

b.) Annapurna program to feed the underprivileged across the city was launched in 

2014 and served 30Mn+ meals in 2020  

Both programs have garnered support worth INR 197 crore till date from corporate 

partners and state governments 

Place of execution of project Mumbai 

Reason for choice of place The target group is the most vulnerable in the most expensive city during the period 

of illness 

Tenure of the project Kitchen to  be ready in two months; Feeding activity to continue on an on-going basis 

Cost of the project (enclose 

a detailed budget) 

CAPEX - 6.5 Cr, REVEX for a year for 10K meals/day - 12.8 Cr 

Funds requested from YOU 19% of CAPEX i.e 1.26 Cr and 43% of annual REVEX i.e. 5.5 Cr 

Funds requested from any 

other sources if any 

5 Cr towards CAPEX committed by TLC Legal, Metro brands, IAPL Group, Orbit 

exports etc. 17 Lac from ETC Agro towards REVEX 

Objective of the project Ensure that Patient's family members' immunity isn’t compromised for hunger or 

malnutrition during their stay at hospital and are able to save money to provide 

quality care to patient for his/her quick recovery.   
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Benefits/Outcomes expected 

from the project 

Quantitative Outcome 

 Enable family members to provide quality care to patients hospitalized in 

3431 beds of four hospitals i.e. JJ, St. George, Cama and GT hospital.  

 At 4000 meals a day, we expect to serve 1.45Mn meals annually in these 

four hospitals. 

 At 80% bed occupancy and avg. length of stay at 7 days, we expect to 

support 1.43 Lac unique families every year through these four hospitals. 

 Further, we would keep a track of the count of patients recovering from 

illness and families returning to normal life in our monthly reconciliation with 

hospitals. 

Qualitative Outcome 

 Physical and mental well-being of family members to ensure quality care for 

the patient.  

 Family members of the patient residing at hospital be protected against a 

potential illness by way of good nutritious meal. 
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Form E: Track record of projects undertaken in last 3 years 

# Project Description Focus Area Location Period Value Number of 

Beneficiaries 

Partner Names (Funding Agencies) 

1 Bhojana-amrita: 

Support vulnerable 

in-patient family to 

return to life with 

dignity  

Enabling family to 

provide quality care 

to hospitalised 

patient 

Hyderabad & 

Mumbai  

Nov 

2011 till 

date 

2242 L 84,60,910  Aurobindo Pharma, Megha Engineering & Infrastructure Limited, USH 

Enterprises, Sree Enterprises, Hetro Drugs, Canara Bank, Indo 

American Hospital, Annnapurna Builders, Mahaveer Hospital, Kantilal 

Gulabrai Charitable Trust, Mahesh Balaveeraiah, Gandhi Hospital, 

Santha Vasanta Trust, VINN Hospital 

2 Annapoorna - 

Feeding 

Underprivileged, 

Marginalised and 

Vulnerable section  

Eradicating hunger 

amongst all sections 

in Hyderabad 

Hyderabad & 

Peripheral 

locations 

Mar 

2014 till 

date 

17,416 L 7,18,22,381  Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation, 

Mahanubnagar,Kothagudem,Khammam,Boduppal,Greater Warangal 

Municipal Corporation,Greater Karimnagar Municipal corporation, AMC 

Kesamudram,Siricilla,Peerzadiguda,Jalpally,Meerpet,Badangpet,Vemula

wada,Suryapet,Kodad,Bhuvanagiri,Kompally etc. 

3 Saddimoota - Feed 

farmers as act of 

gratitude 

Feeding farmer 

community when 

away from homes to 

sell their produce  

Hyderabad & 

peripheral 

locations 

Nov 

2015 till 

date 

204.76 L 8,35,784 AMC Bowenpally, Siddipet, Gajwel & Vantimamidi Market Yard. 
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